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42 and Performance Excellence 


rer a message came on, saying: "'All 
operators are busy. Please hold and 


your call "..; ' � ansv;ered m rhe order ir was received. 
Do nor han:o � - o� redial, as ir will only delay our 
response -o r . Please continue ro hold, as your 
business ---


r 
r.:anrro us." 


Di.sa..s..� Questions 


1. =marize the service failures associated with
- - experience.
\\bar might the travel agency have done to
guarantee a better service experience for
�- Harrington? How do your suggestions
relate to the TQ principles?


anta Cruz Guitar Company
41 


Sama Cruz Guitar Company (SCGC) is a small-scale 
manufacturing operation producing fewer than 800 
1DStrurnents a year. The company does not have a for
mal quality department, nor has ir consciously tried to 
apply the principles of TQM. everrheless, a tour of 
irs facilities and operations suggest that many of the 
principles of TQM are evident. 


Although modern computer numerical controlled 
(CNC) equipment is used to manufacture minor 
parts of the guitar, the secret of SCGC's success lies 
in the small staff of 14 craftspeople, known as 
luthiers, who apply care and attention to tletail while 
hand-crafting the major components of each instru
ment. The shop floor is divided into six workstations 
at which the guitars are progressively assembled as 
they move from station to station. Experienced 


rhiers, who are empowered to make their own qual
• decisions, staff each station. The guitar does not 


IDO\"e -o the next station until the luthier and another 
more seruor luthier are satisfied with the quality of the 
wo . The manufacturing department inspects what it 
pr - ·. The ompany recruits only those who desire 
ro ·o� · a -earn environment and have a passion for 
gwur ==·


There are :Seven major steps in the process of mak
ing a guira.-: 


1. Selecting a.nc rying the wood: The guitar-making
process so....-.s wuh the election of the highest 
grades o · ronewoods. The wood is treated in an 
evaporative · "difying kiln that slowly and
carefully remo,·es bound ellular moisture from 
the wood. The ra..-ger moisrure level is 3 percent, 
but when exposed o - e remperarure/humidity 


conditions o" p floor, the moisture content 
stabilizes at 6 percent. The shop floor is kept at 
a constant - percent humidity, which is optimum 
for maintain.mg e equilibrium of moisture 
conditions. 


2. Rough-curring e wood: Once dried, the wood
is worked down o rough usable forms using
traditional wood ·orking tools. However,
SCGC uses a �C machine for creating the
necks.


3. Bending the sides: To create the desired shapes,
the guitar sides are fuse dipped into water for
10 minutes to ondiaon the wood and then
placed under gradual hand pressure on a hot
bending template. At char point, the tension in
the wood has been relaxed, and the wood even
tually takes the shape of the template. This pro
cess is best performed by human hands because
sides char are shaped by machines have a ten
dency to spring back when they are being forced
into molds.


4. Cutting the top and back: The top and back of
the guitars are then cut to shape, and braces are
applied to each surface. The thicknesses of the
top and braces have the most influence on the
final sound of the guitar. As the luthier shaves
off ribbons of wood from the top and braces, he
or she will tap the top to hear the tone that
results from each series of shavings until the
tone is perfect. Since the true sound of the
instruments will not be fully realized until they
are assembled, the luthiers write down what
they did while building the top. After final
assembly, if a guitar produces a sound so special
it knocks the player's socks off, the luthier who
built the top will immediately be notified and
asked to check his notes to see how this was
accomplished so the sound can be duplicated in
the future.


5. Cutting the neck: About 60 percent of the SCGC
guitar necks are cut on the CNC machine. It is the
only major part that is not hand-made. It is crit
ical that the dimensions of the neck be consistent 
and the CNC machine does that better than


'


human hands. The 40 percent of necks that are
hand-made are done that way because of a
customer's specifications.


Ebony fret boards, which are inlaid with 
mother-of-pearl, are then glued to the necks. 


6. Applying the finish: The guitar body is finished
with 12 protective layers of a specially formulated
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lacquer composed primarily of nitrocellulose and 
plasticizers to preserve the wood surfaces. But the 
lacquer is thin enough that the sound is not 
dampened. 
Completing final assembly and setup: The neck is 
fitted to the body using a dovetail joint and then 
glued in place. Then the bridge is glued to the 
body. In the next step, called the setup, the saddle 
and nut, which suspend the strings over the 
instrument and are made from bovine bones, 
are installed. Finally, the strings are placed on 
the guitar, and it is played for the first time. 
A technician then adjusts the neck or string height 
to optimize the feel and playability of the 
instrument. 


SCGC has a web page where guitar owners 
can have questions about their guitars answered. 
At SCGC, workers are encouraged to further 
enhance their skills either by taking external 
courses or by a practice that allows them to
build two instruments a year for personal use. 
These opportunities allow the craftspeople to 
explore new techniques in guitar building and 
become familiar with the entire guitar building 
process. SCGC workers are even encouraged to 
go out on their own to open a luthier business 
someday. 


Based on this tour of SCGC, can you identify 
- w the operations and quality practices reflect the


ciples of TQ?


ICE'S RESTAURANT 


Young, a recent business graduate who has 
rked in various restaurants throughout high 


1 and college, has decided to develop a new 
r of restaurant that focuses primarily on takeout 


home-cooked meals for busy professionals on 
way home from work. The restaurant would 
have a small dining area for customers who 
to eat the food there. Because this prospective 
ess will have to compete with national fran


and other traditional local restaurants, Alice 
rs to ensure that this business will compete 
quality and performance excellence develop a 
ng reputation. She has asked you to help her 


stand the issues that she must address in 
gning and managing this restaurant. Use the 


'pies of TQ and any other concepts discussed 


in this chapter to advise Alice on what she might 
consider to ensure achieving her quality goals for 
this venture. 


WALKER AUTO SALES 


AND SERVICE 


Walker Auto Sales ana n-i e (WASS) is a full 
service dealership for a =·or domestic automobile 
brand that provides -ee main services: new car 
sales, used car sales. an 
service. Because of the 


Through surveys, focus _ 
complaint data and informa 
important requirements for-= -
expect a favorable impre s10;
dealership-a wicfe range o · �-�,-,-_;._="' 
evaluate, available salespeop �. 
and feel comfortable and n - ;-
expect salespersons to be CY. 
about the cars, respect their �e. -- :: -


promises. For repair and main 
want to have the work expl.ameii a.r�.�_ ........ ......,,-,..t.
informed of any additional necessa.::. 
work reviewed upon completion. � 
estimates and service 
department. 


Suppliers play an imponam roe ·- - e u iness 
and the entire value chain. Tl e de ership needs 
quality parts, product availa· ili'":· en needed, 
timely delivery, and fair pri es. W_ also receives 
corporate support for its employee benefits and 
certain training programs, information technology 
planning and intranet/lnterner de,·eloprnent, market
ing and advertising, and strategic planning direc
tion. WASS is facing increasing competition for 
skilled employee talent, changing customer demo
graphics that are leading to growing demand, and 
more competition as a result of new foreign dealer
ships that are locating in its market area. Darren 
recognizes the need to "become the dealership of 
choice" in its market. 


Drawing upon the principles of TQ and the unique 
nature of services, describe some of the issues that 
Darren must consider in achieving his vision. Develop 
a list of action plans that he might consider. 
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